Cross Culture Examination of Perceived Overqualification, Psychological Well-Being and Job Search: The Moderating Role of Proactive Behavior
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Purpose: This study delves into the intricate interplay between perceived overqualification, job search behavior, psychological well-being, and proactive behavior, within two distinct and diverse work settings.

Methods: Drawing upon the Person-Job Fit theory, we investigated these dynamics in two unique samples: Sample 1 encompassed corporate sector employees in the United Arab Emirates (N=409), while Sample 2 comprised IT sector workers in Pakistan (N=337). Hayes PROCESS macro were used to examine the proposed hypotheses and AMOS (Version 28) were conducted to examine model fitness.

Results: In Study 1, we established a positive association between perceived overqualification and job search behavior among employees in the UAE corporate sector. Notably, this relationship was mediated by psychological well-being, suggesting that the impact of perceived overqualification on job search behavior is, in part, channeled through its effects on individuals’ psychological well-being. Study 2 showed that proactive behavior exhibited a moderating effect on the negative link between perceived overqualification and psychological well-being. Specifically, employees displaying higher levels of proactive behavior demonstrated a less adverse influence of perceived overqualification on psychological well-being. Importantly, this adaptive effect of proactive behavior was found to indirectly influence job search behavior.

Discussion: The findings highlight the nature of perceived overqualification in the workplace and its varying impact on employee behavior and well-being across different cultural and work settings. The mediation by psychological well-being and moderation by proactive behavior in these relationships underscores the importance of individual responses to perceived job fit issues. These insights are crucial for understanding employee behavior in diverse work environments and can inform practices for managing perceived overqualification.
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Introduction

Employee overqualification refers to a scenario in the workforce where an employee possesses qualifications like skills, education, and experience that surpass the requirements set for a particular job.1 This mismatch between an employee’s credentials and the demands of the job has become more prevalent globally.2 For instance, approximately 43% of college graduates in the United States were employed in positions that did not necessitate their obtained degrees.3 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) statistics reveal even higher instances of this phenomenon in developing economies like Cyprus, Peru, Romania, and Turkey (OECD, 2019). As an illustration, in Turkey, around 29% of the workforce is believed to be overqualified for their current positions, and an additional 36% are engaged in jobs that significantly differ from their formal educational backgrounds. This situation can result in a person-job misfit, as individuals may have to settle for jobs that they perceive as beneath their skills or expectations due to limited opportunities.4
In recent years, the field of management research has increasingly focused on the concept of perceived overqualification (POQ) and its impact on employee attitudes and behaviors. Numerous studies have been conducted, revealing that the feeling of being overqualified for a job has significant implications for employees. These studies have demonstrated that perceiving oneself as overqualified is associated with negative outcomes, including negative job attitudes, reduced well-being, heightened career stress, and a higher likelihood of leaving one’s current job. However, a noteworthy trend has emerged in the previous research, indicating that overqualified individuals might actually have positive effects on organizations when certain conditions are met. Despite this potential value that overqualified employees could bring to an organization, the prevailing understanding is that their effectiveness and career prospects often overlooked. Going beyond the simple dichotomy of positive and negative outcomes linked to overqualification, researchers have shifted their focus towards understanding how perceived overqualification influences employees’ career trajectories. Align with person job fit theory, this study will examine how perceived overqualification impacts job searching behavior. The study will delve into the effects of POQ on job search behavior, seeking to understand whether individuals who perceive themselves as overqualified for their current positions are more inclined to actively seek out alternative job opportunities that better align with their qualifications and abilities. This investigation is rooted in the idea that when individuals feel that their current job does not utilize their full potential, they may be motivated to explore roles that offer a better fit for their skill set and aspirations.

The current research endeavors to bridge existing gaps in the literature by exploring a fresh avenue, the role of: psychological well-being as a mediator in the relationship between perceived overqualification and employee job search behavior. Psychological well-being encompasses an individual’s emotional state, life satisfaction, and sense of purpose. According to P-J fit theory, it is plausible that employees who perceive themselves as overqualified experience lower psychological well-being due to the misalignment between their qualifications and job roles. This reduced well-being might serve as a psychological catalyst for initiating job search behaviors. We argue when individuals experience perceived overqualification, resulting in a decline in their psychological well-being within the workplace, they are likely to exhibit an increased tendency to engage in job searching activities. In other words, as the feeling of being overqualified negatively impacts an employee’s mental and emotional state, they are more inclined to actively seek out alternative job opportunities.

Consequently, we introduce proactive behavior – a type of behavior where individuals take initiative and engage in actions that anticipate and shape future events or outcomes, as a moderator. According to person job fit theory, overqualified individuals may experience feelings of frustration or underutilization due to the mismatch between their qualifications and job responsibilities. However, we argue by engaging in proactive behavior, such as taking on additional responsibilities, suggesting improvements, or seeking skill-enhancing projects, they can enhance their psychological well-being. Taking a proactive approach can empower overqualified individuals to improve their psychological well-being and optimize their job search efforts in alignment with their qualifications and desired job roles. By adopting a proactive mindset, individuals can actively address the challenges posed by perceived overqualification and work towards creating a more fulfilling and satisfying career trajectory. Our proposed moderated mediation model is depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 Theoretical framework.](https://doi.org/10.2147/PRBM.S441168)
This study makes several notable contributions to the existing literature. Firstly, it delves into the association between the POQ, and job search behavior provides insights into the behavioral responses of individuals who experience perceived overqualification. It highlights that the experience of being overqualified goes beyond mere dissatisfaction; it prompts proactive efforts to find more suitable job roles. This expanded understanding contributes to a more nuanced comprehension of how employees navigate their careers in response to this specific form of job-role mismatch. Second, the inclusion of psychological well-being as a mediator adds a layer of depth to our understanding of the perceived overqualification-job search relationship. It explains the “why” and “how” behind this relationship. By recognizing that individuals who feel overqualified are more likely to engage in job search activities because their psychological well-being is affected. Third, the identification of proactive behavior as a moderator, contributes to the advancement of theoretical frameworks by integrating the concept of proactive behavior into the perceived overqualification context. It showcases how individual traits interact with perceived overqualification to influence psychological well-being and indirectly job search behavior. This expanded perspective enriches existing theories by accounting for the complexity of employee responses.

**Theoretical Overview and Hypotheses Development**

**Perceived Overqualification and Job Search**

Overqualified individuals possess skills, education, and potential that exceed the demands of their current job, they can experience a lack of challenge and fulfillment. In alignment with the person-job fit theory, the active job search behavior of overqualified individuals is a direct response to their pursuit of roles that are more in tune with their skills, qualifications, and aspirations. The core idea of person-job fit theory is that individuals are more satisfied and perform better when there is a high degree of compatibility between their personal attributes – such as skills, knowledge, and abilities – and the demands of the job. By targeting positions that are a better fit, overqualified employees aim to find roles that not only challenge them but also fully utilize their expertise. This pursuit is not just about job satisfaction, but also about personal and professional growth. Engaging in work that matches their skill level allows these individuals to apply their knowledge effectively, thus providing a sense of accomplishment and purpose. Seeking roles that align with their capabilities not only enhances their engagement and job satisfaction but also opens up prospects for advancement within the organization. Such opportunities allow them to contribute meaningfully, experience a sense of accomplishment, and pave the way for career progression. Perceived overqualification can drive individuals to look for positions that provide a more stimulating and engaging work environment. Individuals with advanced qualifications and skills often have aspirations for continuous career growth and development. When they perceive that their current job does not provide adequate opportunities for advancement, they are more inclined to actively search for positions that offer better prospects. Having honed their expertise and knowledge, these individuals seek roles that align with their capabilities and challenge them further. If their current job fails to provide avenues for growth, they may feel stagnant and unfulfilled. The desire for career progression drives them to explore opportunities where they can contribute at a higher level, learn new skills, and take on increased responsibilities.

When individuals possess talents and qualifications that go unrecognized or unused, they might feel unappreciated and undervalued. This can lead to a sense of frustration and even self-doubt, as they begin to question the worth of their skills and the impact they can make. Over time, this can result in decreased self-confidence and a diminished sense of personal value. To address this, individuals might actively seek out roles where their skills are acknowledged and utilized to their fullest potential. Finding a job that aligns with their capabilities not only improves their self-esteem but also reignites their passion for work and their overall sense of purpose. Being valued for their skills and contributions fosters a more positive self-perception and a stronger sense of professional identity.

H1. POQ is positively related to job search

**Psychological Well-Being as a Mediator**

According to person-job fit theory, when individuals feel that their skills are underutilized in their current roles, it can lead to a range of negative emotions, such as frustration, boredom, and a sense of being undervalued. This, in turn, can
significantly impact their psychological well-being. Feeling unrecognized or undervalued for one’s skills can significantly impact an individual’s emotional and psychological well-being. This sense of not being appreciated or valued can stem from various environments, such as the workplace, personal relationships, or within community groups. When an individual feels that their skills and contributions are not acknowledged, it can lead to a decrease in self-esteem. They may start doubting their abilities and worth, which can lead to a negative self-perception. This lowered self-esteem can impact various aspects of life, including decision-making, relationships, and openness to new opportunities. As a result of the above factors, individuals may experience psychological distress, including feelings of anxiety, dissatisfaction, and overall negative emotions. This distress can have broader impacts on their mental health and well-being.

When individuals are unable to fully apply their skills and expertise, their sense of competence and self-esteem may suffer. This can further contribute to a negative cycle of dissatisfaction and diminished well-being. As individuals experience job dissatisfaction due to underutilization, their psychological well-being may decline. Their self-esteem, sense of competence, and overall happiness can be negatively affected. This diminished psychological well-being then acts as a driving force for seeking out new opportunities. Overqualified individuals may actively look for roles that better align with their skills, aspirations, and values in an attempt to improve their overall well-being. Pursuing roles that provide more challenging tasks, growth opportunities, and a sense of purpose can help them restore their psychological well-being and regain a positive self-perception. Psychological well-being also affects the intensity and effectiveness of job search efforts. If an individual’s self-esteem and overall mental health have been negatively impacted by feeling overqualified, they might approach job search with a sense of urgency and determination. Those with higher psychological well-being might engage in more strategic and focused job search activities, as they are better equipped to evaluate potential opportunities objectively and make well-informed decisions. Overqualified individuals may indeed be more inclined to seek out new opportunities where their skills can be better utilized, leading to improved job satisfaction, engagement, and overall well-being.

H2. POQ is negatively related to psychological well-being

H3. Psychological well-being mediates the link between POQ and job search

Moderating Role of Proactive Behavior

Proactive individuals may actively seek opportunities to enhance their job roles or address the dissonance between their qualifications and job requirements. By doing so, they can mitigate the negative impact of perceived overqualification on their psychological well-being. This mismatch between their capabilities and job responsibilities can lead to frustration, dissatisfaction, and a decrease in psychological well-being. These negative emotions stem from the perception that their potential is being wasted, and their professional growth is hindered. However, we argue when employees engage in proactive behaviors such as seeking additional responsibilities, volunteering for challenging projects, or pursuing skill development opportunities, they can experience a greater sense of control and satisfaction in their roles. This, in turn, can mitigate the adverse effects of perceived overqualification on their psychological well-being. Moreover, proactive individuals may find ways to better align their qualifications with their job tasks, making their work more meaningful and satisfying. They are also more likely to take charge of their career development, which can enhance their overall sense of well-being. Engaging in proactive behaviors allows overqualified individuals to reshape their roles to better align with their capabilities. This, in turn, can lead to a more positive psychological well-being. Proactive employees experience a greater sense of accomplishment, as they are actively contributing to their work environment and making the most of their skills. Actively seeking additional tasks or responsibilities within their current job can provide overqualified individuals with a sense of purpose and challenge. This can help counteract feelings of underutilization and boredom, ultimately improving their job satisfaction and psychological well-being.

H4a. Proactive behavior moderates the negative relationship between POQ and psychological well-being so that the relationship is low when proactive behavior is high compared with when proactive behavior is low.
Integrated Model

In summary, our proposition posits that employees who perceive themselves as overqualified may harbor surplus capabilities but experience a diminished level of psychological well-being, which in turn stimulates job-searching behaviors. However, the influence of POQ on specific employee attitudes and behaviors, mediated by psychological well-being, may be contingent on the degree of proactive behavior exhibited. Elevated levels of proactive behavior can potentially mitigate the connection between overqualification and psychological well-being, thereby maximizing the strength of the indirect effect. Consequently, we hypothesized that the indirect relationships between POQ and job-searching behaviors, mediated by psychological well-being, are subject to moderation by proactive behavior, as articulated in the ensuing hypothesis:

H4b. The indirect effect of POQ on job search, via psychological well-being, is conditional on proactive behavior so that the indirect effect is weak when proactive behavior is high but higher when proactive behavior is low.

Materials and Methods

We conducted two separate studies to investigate our research hypotheses. In Study 1, we examined the association between POQ and job search while also examining the mediating role of psychological well-being. Study 2 had a dual purpose: to replicate the primary findings from Study 1 and to investigate the moderating impact of proactive behavior. We recruited participants from diverse cultural and organizational backgrounds. Specifically, Study 1 involved employees from the corporate sector in the United Arab Emirates, while Study 2 focused on individuals in the IT sector in Pakistan. This broad recruitment approach aimed to ensure that our conclusions regarding the connections between POQ, psychological well-being, proactive behavior and job search were not limited to a specific, narrowly defined context.

Study 1 – Participants and Procedure

Sample 1 encompassed corporate sector employees in the United Arab Emirates (N=409). Participants were from the textile sector (25.23%), service (32.56%), telecommunication (22.45%) and educational (19.76%). The data was collected via an online questionnaire platform. Convenience sampling technique with time lag study was adopted. Informed consent was taken from the participants before sending the questionnaire and affirming that their participation in the study will be confidential and the collected data will be used for research purposes only and has been confirmed that they actually overqualified. In the current research, we collect data at time 1 regarding demographic variables and perceived overqualification, at time 2, we collected data regarding psychological well-being and at time 3, we collected data regarding job search to reduce common method bias. It was communicated that all the participants must be over 18 years of age. The ratio of male participants in the study were (63.8%), while female were (32.2%) and the average age of the participants were 36.28 years. According to the respondents’ levels of education, 29.6% had completed high school, 59.7% had earned a bachelor’s degree, and 10.8% had earned a master’s or above.

Measures

Perceived Overqualification
To measure perceived overqualification we used the scale of Maynard, Joseph, Maynard34 with nine-items. Sample item of the scale is “My job requires less education than I have” (α = 0.92).

Psychological Well-Being
Psychological well-being were measured by using 8 items from the flourishing scale developed by Diener, Napa Scollon, Lucas.35 Sample items includes “I lead a purposeful and meaningful life” and “I am engaged and interested in my daily activities”, (α = 0.89).

Job Search
We used six-item active job search behavior scale to measure employees’ job searching behaviors developed by Blau.36 The scale slightly modified from original scale to reflect current job searching practice. The items includes “Sent out
resumes to potential employers”, “Filled out a job application”, “Telephoned a prospective employer”, “Listed yourself as a job applicant on job recruitment websites or in a professional association”, “Contacted an employment agency, executive search firm, or professional employment service”, and “Had a job interview with a prospective employer”.

(α = 0.74).

Control Variables

Previous research suggests that age and gender are associated with job search behaviors. Therefore, our data analyses controlled for age and gender.

Study 1 – Results and Discussion

Preliminary Analysis

Table 1 presented means, standard deviations, correlations, and scale reliabilities. Internal consistency across all variables was found to be satisfactory and met acceptable standards. Furthermore, it was observed that all correlations between variables exhibited consistent and expected directional relationships. The scale reliability of variables was in the acceptable range (α > 0.70). The correlation between POQ and psychological well-being is significant and negative ($r = -0.334^{**}$), POQ and job search ($r = 0.205^{**}$), followed by psychological well-being and job search ($r = -0.564^{**}$). Results showed that POQ, psychological well-being, and job search were significantly correlated. These significant correlations among the study variables provided initial support to test the study’s proposed hypotheses.

Using AMOS, we performed a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) to evaluate the discriminant validity of the variables. Table 2 shows the results of a series of CFA’s. We compared the model fitness of the three-factor model consisting of all rated variables (POQ, psychological well-being and job search) with several other models. Table 2 shows that, compared to all other models that included combining latent variables, the three-factor model provided the best model fit (RMSEA= 0.06, CFI = 0.92, TLI=0.90, SRMR= 0.03).

Hypotheses Testing

In the statistical evaluation of our hypotheses, we employed the Process macro, a tool that facilitates the concurrent estimation of the direct, mediation, and moderation effects as advocated by Hayes et al (2017). As indicated in the results presented in Table 3, a significant negative association was observed between perceived overqualification (POQ) and psychological well-being (β= -0.192, SE= 0.027, p < 0.001). These findings substantiate the hypothesis that a misalignment
between an employee’s qualifications and their job roles detrimentally impacts psychological well-being, thereby providing support for Hypothesis 1. Moreover, the results show there is a positive association between POQ and job search ($\beta=0.109$, SE=0.026, $p<0.001$). Overqualified individuals may not feel a strong attachment to their current job due to the perceived lack of fit. This can lead to a higher likelihood of searching external job opportunities, thus supporting hypothesis 2. Table 3 lists the mediation-related findings, obtained from the Process macro’s Model 4. The results show that psychological well-being mediates the path between POQ and job search ($\beta=−0.127$, SE=0.013, $p<0.001$, LL−0.154; UL−0.102), thus supporting hypothesis 3.

**Discussion**  
The negative coefficient ($\beta=−0.192^{***}$) suggests that there is a significant negative association between POQ and Psychological Well-being. In other words, as POQ increases, psychological well-being tends to decrease. This result aligns with the general understanding that feeling overqualified for a job can lead to dissatisfaction, frustration, and potentially impact overall psychological well-being. The positive coefficient ($\beta=0.109^{**}$) indicates a significant positive association between POQ and Job Search behavior. This means that as POQ increases, individuals are more likely to engage in job search activities. This finding supports the idea discussed earlier that individuals who feel overqualified for their current roles are more likely to actively seek out new job opportunities that better match their qualifications and provide greater challenges. The coefficient ($\beta=−0.127^{***}$) suggests that there is a significant negative relationship between POQ and Psychological Well-being, which in turn has a significant negative association with Job Search. This implies that as POQ increases, psychological well-being decreases, which then leads to an increase in job search behavior. This sequence of relationships indicates that feeling overqualified not only directly affects job search but also indirectly through its impact on psychological well-being.

**Study 2 – Participants and Procedure**  
In study 2, we collected data from IT sector workers in Pakistan (N=337). The data was collected via paper pencil. Informed consent was taken from the participants before sending the questionnaire and affirming that their participation in the study will be confidential and the collected data will be used for research purposes only. In the current research, we collect data at time 1 regarding demographic variables and perceived overqualification, at time 2, we collected data regarding proactive behavior and psychological well-being and at time 3, we collected data regarding job searching behavior. It was communicated that all the participants must be over 18 years of age. The ratio of male participants in the study were (62.3%), while female were (37.7%) and the average age of the participants were 34.74 years. According to the respondents’ levels of education, 17.5% had completed high school, 65.3% had earned a bachelor’s degree, and 17.2% had earned a master ‘degree or above.

**Measures**  
POQ ($\alpha = 0.72$), psychological well-being ($\alpha = 0.91$), and job searching behavior ($\alpha = 0.70$) were all measured using the same scales as Study 1. In study 2, we measured proactive behavior by using a six items scale derived from proactive behavior scale. A sample item is, “I enjoy facing and overcoming obstacles to my ideas” ($\alpha = 0.73$). Similar to the approach taken in Study 1, we conducted all hypothesis tests in duplicate, once with the inclusion of control variables and once without, in order to ascertain the stability of the results. This practice reaffirms the robustness of our findings.

**Table 3 Hypotheses Results for Study 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>BCCI 95%</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1. POQ → Psychological Well-being</td>
<td>−0.192</td>
<td>[−0.245;−0.140]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2. POQ → Job Search</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>[0.058; 0.160]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3. POQ → Psychological Well-being → Job Search</td>
<td>−0.127</td>
<td>[−0.154;−0.102]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Control Variables
We used the same control variables as in study 1.

Study 2 – Results and discussion

Preliminary Analysis
In Table 4, we provided information on means, standard deviations, correlations, and the reliability of scales. The internal consistency among all variables was deemed satisfactory and met acceptable criteria. Moreover, the correlations between variables consistently demonstrated the expected directional relationships. The scale reliabilities of the variables were within the acceptable range, with all alpha (α) values exceeding 0.70. There was a correlation between the POQ and psychological well-being ($r = -0.082^*$), POQ and job search ($r= 0.443^{**}$), followed by psychological well-being and job search ($r =-.522^{**}$). These significant correlations among the study variables provided initial support to test the study’s proposed hypotheses.

Using AMOS, we performed a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) to evaluate the discriminant validity of the variables. Table 5 shows the results of a series of CFA’s. We compared the model fitness of the three-factor model consisting of all rated variables (POQ, psychological well-being and job search) with several other models. Table 5 shows that, compared to all other models that included combining latent variables, the four-factor model provided the best model fit for study 2 (RMSEA= 0.06, CFI = 0.91, TLI=0.93, SRMR= 0.03).

Hypotheses Testing
PROCESS Hayes\(^4\) were used to test the proposed hypothesis as examined in study 1, Table 6 results shows that there is a negative relationship between POQ and psychological well-being ($\beta= -0.064$, SE= 0.043, $p > 0.005$), supporting Hypothesis 1. Whereas there is a positive relationship between POQ and job search ($\beta= 0.402$, SE= 0.045, $p < 0.001$), supporting hypothesis 2. The mediation results shows that psychological well-being mediates the path significantly between POQ and job search ($\beta= -0.049$, SE= 0.021, $p < 0.001$, LL =−0.095; UL=−0.009), supporting Hypothesis 3.

To gain deeper insights into this interaction, we conducted a detailed analysis by plotting simple slope regression lines of psychological well-being regressed on POQ for both high and low levels of proactive behavior. Specifically, we considered values that were one standard deviation above (+1 SD) and one standard deviation below (−1 SD) the mean of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 Correlations and Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perceived Overqualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Psychological Well-Being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Proactive Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Job Search</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model’s</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$X^2$/df</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized four-factor model: POQ + PB+ PSYW+ JS</td>
<td>246.18</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: POQ, PB + PSYW + JS</td>
<td>288.65</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: POQ + PSYW, JS</td>
<td>309.54</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-factor model: POQ, PSYW, JB, JS</td>
<td>344.52</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(^*\)Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). \(^*\)Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
proactive behavior, following the approach outlined by Aiken, West, Reno. The study showed that proactive behavior moderates the relationship between POQ and psychological well-being ($\beta = -0.162$, 95% CI $[-0.313; -0.010]$, $p < 0.005$), such that when proactive behavior was high, the link between POQ and psychological well-being was found to be weak. The results suggest that, when the interaction between “POQ” and “proactive Behavior” increases by one unit, “psychological Well-being” is expected to decrease by approximately 0.162 units, all else being constant (see Figure 2); thus hypothesis 4a was accepted. Moreover, the results reveal that POQ is significantly related to job search, albeit indirectly via psychological well-being. The strength of this indirect effect is dependent on proactive behavior. Specifically, when proactive behavior is high, the impact of POQ on job search via psychological well-being is less pronounced ($\beta = 0.0680$, SE=0.0354) than when psychological safety is low ($\beta = -0.0773$, SE= 0.0305), as shown in Table 7, supporting hypothesis 4b.

**General discussion**

The study’s findings suggest a positive association between POQ and job search behavior among employees in the UAE corporate sector and IT sector of Pakistan. This means that individuals who feel overqualified for their current roles are more likely to engage in active job search behaviors, perhaps seeking positions that better align with their qualifications and capabilities. This aligns with previous research that overqualified individuals may engage in career planning to find more suitable positions that align with their skills and aspirations, increasing their motivation to achieve higher career goals. Moreover, the study identifies psychological well-being as a mediator. In other words, the negative impact of POQ on job search behavior is explained by its effect on individuals’ psychological well-being. This implies that when individuals feel overqualified and experience decreased psychological well-being as a result, they are more motivated to search for alternative job opportunities that might provide better job-person fit. Such results are align with Khan et al study, asserted that due to person job misfit leads to job boredom. Ma, Shang, Zhao, Zhong, Chan suggested that

**Table 6 Hypotheses Results for Study 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>BCCI 95%</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1. POQ $\rightarrow$ Psychological Well-being</td>
<td>$-0.064$</td>
<td>$[-0.148; 0.019]$</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2. POQ $\rightarrow$ Job Search</td>
<td>$0.402$</td>
<td>$[0.315; 0.490]$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3. POQ $\rightarrow$ Psychological Well-being $\rightarrow$ Job Search</td>
<td>$-0.049$</td>
<td>$[-0.095; -0.009]$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4. POQ$^*$Proactive Behavior $\rightarrow$ Psychological Well-being</td>
<td>$-0.162$</td>
<td>$[-0.313; -0.010]$</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Moderating role of Proactive Behavior.
overqualified employees are prone to experience negative job attitudes and reduced motivation towards their job tasks. This phenomenon can also lead to a decrease in psychological well-being due to the mismatch between the person and the job requirements, commonly referred to as person-job misfit. When individuals perceive a significant misfit between their skills, qualifications, and the demands of their job role, it can result in feelings of frustration, dissatisfaction, and reduced psychological well-being. This misalignment may contribute to increased stress, lower job satisfaction, and overall negative emotional experiences for the overqualified employees.

In study 2, focusing on IT sector workers in Pakistan, the research examines the role of proactive behavior as a moderating factor. The findings suggest that proactive behavior has a buffering effect on the negative association between POQ and psychological well-being. In other words, individuals who exhibit higher levels of proactive behavior are better able to mitigate the adverse impact of feeling overqualified on their psychological well-being. This adaptive effect of proactive behavior is further extended to job search behavior. The study indicates that proactive behavior indirectly influences job search behavior by influencing the negative link between POQ and psychological well-being. According to Peng, Yu, Peng, Zhang, Xue, being proactive benefits highly skilled individuals by boosting their psychological well-being. This means taking initiative and being proactive can help those who are overqualified for their roles feel better mentally. This suggests that individuals with high proactive behavior not only experience less negative psychological impact from perceived overqualification but are also less driven to engage in job search behaviors as a coping mechanism.

Theoretical Implications
By establishing a positive link between POQ and job search, this finding validates the concerns expressed in previous research about the potential negative impact of feeling overqualified. It supports the idea that overqualified individuals are more likely to actively seek person job fit. This validation reinforces the importance of addressing perceived overqualification as a genuine concern within the workplace. POQ and job searching behavior relationship provides insights into the behavioral responses of individuals who experience perceived overqualification. It highlights that the experience of being overqualified goes beyond mere dissatisfaction; it prompts proactive efforts to find more suitable job roles. This expanded understanding contributes to a more nuanced comprehension of how employees navigate their careers in response to this specific form of job-role mismatch. The positive association between POQ and job searching behavior contributes to the advancement of existing theories, such as person-environment fit theories. This relationship underscores the importance of aligning an individual’s qualifications and job roles to achieve job satisfaction and career success.

This study adds to the examination of how psychological factors interact with external job-related factors to shape employee behavior. The inclusion of psychological well-being as a mediator adds a layer of depth to our understanding of the perceived overqualification-job search relationship. It explains the “why” and “how” behind this relationship. By recognizing that individuals who feel overqualified are more likely to engage in job search activities because their psychological well-being is affected. This mediation contributes to the theoretical landscape by linking concepts such as perceived overqualification, psychological well-being, and job search in a coherent framework. It enhances existing theories by highlighting the internal psychological processes that bridge the gap between an employee’s perception of being overqualified and their subsequent proactive job search behaviors. This holistic approach allows researchers to better understand the interplay between these factors and their combined influence on an individual’s career decisions. It sheds light on the multifaceted nature of the association, emphasizing the significance of psychological well-being as a pivotal link. In essence, recognizing psychological well-being as a mediator enhances existing theories by providing

### Table 7 Moderated Mediated Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Indirect Effect</th>
<th>LLCI</th>
<th>ULCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive Behavior</td>
<td>Low(-1SD)</td>
<td>-0.0773</td>
<td>-0.1394</td>
<td>-0.0182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High(+1SD)</td>
<td>0.0680</td>
<td>-0.0039</td>
<td>0.1363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of Moderation Mediation</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1251</td>
<td>-0.1972</td>
<td>-0.0466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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a more nuanced explanation for the perceived overqualification-job search connection. It underscores the importance of addressing individuals’ internal experiences and emotional responses when studying how perceived overqualification drives job search behaviors. This deeper understanding can inform both research and practical strategies for organizations to create environments that foster employee well-being and encourage proactive career management.50

By incorporating proactive behavior as a moderator, researchers delve deeper into understanding the nuanced relationship between these factors. This addition acknowledges that overqualified individuals possess varying levels of proactivity, which can influence how they respond to the challenges posed by perceived overqualification. Proactive individuals are more likely to take charge of their circumstances and actively seek solutions, such as seeking additional responsibilities or skill development.29 This expanded perspective enriches existing theories by accounting for the complexity of employee responses. It recognizes that the impact of perceived overqualification is not uniform across all individuals. Instead, it is influenced by their individual tendencies to engage in proactive behaviors. This complexity adds depth to our understanding of how perceived overqualification affects psychological well-being and indirectly shapes job search behavior. Furthermore, the identification of proactive behavior as a moderator highlights the importance of individual agency in managing the consequences of POQ. It underscores that employees are not passive recipients of circumstances but active agents who can influence their experiences through their behaviors.49

Practical Implications
Organizations should recognize that employees who perceive themselves as overqualified may experience negative emotions and job dissatisfaction. It’s crucial for managers to engage in open communication with such employees to understand their concerns and explore ways to better align their skills with their roles. This might involve offering stretch assignments, additional responsibilities, or opportunities for skill development. Encouraging proactive behavior within the workforce can be beneficial. Managers should create an environment where employees feel empowered to take initiative, propose new projects, and suggest process improvements. Recognizing and rewarding proactive efforts can motivate employees to actively shape their roles, mitigating the negative effect of POQ. Organizations should prioritize the psychological well-being of their employees. Providing resources for stress management, fostering a positive work environment, and promoting work-life balance can help individuals cope with the emotional strain that might result from perceived overqualification. Offering opportunities for growth and advancement can address the concerns of overqualified employees. Providing avenues for skill development, lateral movement, or vertical progression can keep employees engaged and motivated. Encouraging employees to customize their roles to better suit their skills and interests can enhance job satisfaction and psychological well-being. This can be achieved by allowing employees to adjust certain job tasks or responsibilities to match their abilities and preferences. Organizations can provide training and workshops to enhance employees’ proactive behavior skills. Training sessions focused on communication, leadership, and innovation can equip employees to actively contribute to their roles and the organization’s success. During the hiring process, organizations should strive for a proper match between job requirements and the skills of potential candidates. Ensuring a good fit reduces the likelihood of perceived overqualification issues in the future. Implementing employee assistance programs (EAPs) can offer employees access to resources such as counseling and wellness programs to support their mental and emotional well-being.

Limitations and Future Avenues
While the examination of the associations between POQ, job search behavior, psychological well-being, and proactive behavior provides valuable insights, there are several limitations and potential areas for future research. Different countries have distinct cultural norms, values, and work-related practices. Perceptions of overqualification, psychological well-being, and job search behavior can vary significantly across cultures. It’s important to acknowledge these differences and consider whether the findings can be generalized beyond the specific countries studied. To enhance the validity of findings, future research could include a more extensive cross-cultural comparison involving a diverse range of countries. This could provide insights into how different cultural contexts impact the associations between POQ, psychological well-being, and job search behavior.
Ensuring that the measurement scales used in both countries are equivalent in terms of meaning and interpretation can be challenging. Differences in language, cultural understanding, and response tendencies might affect the validity of the comparisons. Combining quantitative data with qualitative methods, such as interviews or focus groups, can provide a more holistic view of individuals’ experiences of perceived overqualification and its impact on job search behavior and psychological well-being. Investigating how cultural factors, such as collectivism vs individualism or power distance, moderate the relationships among these variables can lead to a deeper understanding of their dynamics in different cultural settings. Further analysis can explore whether the relationships observed are consistent across both countries or if there are differences in the strength or direction of the associations. Understanding these nuances can provide insights into the role of culture in shaping these relationships.

**Conclusion**

The study delved into the interplay between perceived overqualification, job search behavior, psychological well-being, and proactive behavior across diverse work settings. Drawing upon the Person-Job Fit theory, the research demonstrated a positive link between POQ and job search behavior in the UAE corporate sector, with psychological well-being mediating this relationship. Furthermore, in the context of IT sector workers in Pakistan, the study highlighted the pivotal role of proactive behavior as a moderator, buffering the negative effect of POQ on psychological well-being. This adaptive effect of proactive behavior extended its influence to job search behavior, indicating a nuanced mechanism of coping and adaptation. By juxtaposing two culturally distinct samples, this study expands our understanding of these dynamics and contributes valuable insights into the complex dynamics shaping individuals’ responses to perceived overqualification in their pursuit of meaningful and fulfilling work experiences.
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